We compare speaker recognition performance of Vector Quantization (VQ), Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM) and the Arithmetic Harmonic Sphericity measure (AHS) in adverse telephone speech conditions. The aim is to address the question: how do multimodal VQ and GMM typically compare to the simpler unimodal A H S for matched and mismatched training and testing environments. We study identification (closed set) and verification errors on a new multi-environment database. We consider LPC and PLP features as well as their RASTA derivatives. We conclude that RASTA processing can remove redundanaes from the features. We affrm that even when we use channel and noise compensation schemes speaker recognition errors remain high when there is acoustic mismatch.
INTRODUCTION
In a realistic telephone application, speech coUected during enrollment of the speaker and available for initial training typically come from a single environment, while at test time the environment is generally &own.
Reynolds[lO] o b
served that acoustic mismatch due to Merent training and testing environments can severely degrade recognition performance.
In this paper we study recognition pdormance for speech collected over different telephone handsets and channels. We apply LPC and PLP analysis and channel and noise compensation by RASTA [4], CepstraI Mean Subtraction (CMS) [3] and normalization [SI. We use Vector Quantization (VQ) [A, Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM) [lo] and the Arithmetic Harmonic Spheriaty measure (AHS) [l] .
W e results for mixture modeling are available on TIMIT, NTIMIT, Switchboard, YOHO and King databases [lo] and results for unimodal statistical methods are available on Switchboard 1111 and TIMIT and NTIMIT [Z] these databases generally allow only limited cross-cnvironment experiments (although some experiments with Switchboard' 'In Switchboard for example it has to be assumed that telephone numbers identify unique handsets.
and King are possible [SI).
In contrast, the database used in this pap& allows us to explicitly investigate the effect of well characterized environments. This database consists of isolated words spoken by 36 speakers3 from each of 4 different telephone handset and channel environments. Each speaker produced 6 repetitions of a fixed 13 word vocabulary in each environment. To relate results on this multi-environment database to results reported in the literature[2] we report' 35.% (PLP) and 29.1% (LPC) identificatib error when using GMM over the 168 speakers in the test portion of the NTIMIT database, where for each speaker, we tested individually on two of the sx sentences and trained on the eight other sentences.
In the rest of this paper, we study the d e c t of different training and test environments on identification and verification performance.
DESCRIPTION

Features
PLP and LPC analysis. We compare the discriminability and robustness to noise of Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) [4] and Linear Prediction (LPC) Noise compensation and channel equalization. With speech coming from an unknown, likely noisy environment, as with the &&rent channels and handsets used for the experiments in this paper, noise compensation and channel equalization might improve robustness. We compensate for convolutional noise (as may be due to the additive e f k t of a channel in the log-spectral domain), by subtracting the longterm average from the ceptral coefficients (CMS) on a per utterance basis and/or by baudpw filtering in the log-spectral. performed by RASTA.
In [6] it is shown that the norm of the cepstral coefficient vector is particularly sensitive to additive noise, while its direction is less affected. However, we found no bene& from normalizing the cepstral feature vectors to unit magnitude above and beyond the results reported here.
Models
It is of interest to compare recognition errors for the different modeling methods with respect to their associated r e p resentational power and robustness given noisy conditions. The motivation for considering multimodal (VQ, GMM) vs unimodal models (AHS) is that the multimodal models can model non-linear correlations (caused for example by the presence of different linguistic units in the speech) whereas the unimodal models are restricted to modeling linear correlations. Given suitable reguhkation and relatively clean speech, greater modeling accuracy is expected from multimodal models than their unimodal counterparts. Conversely unimodal models are expected to be less sensitive to small perturbations in the speech that might arise in noisy conditions. Of the modeling methods GMM has the greatest degree of modeling freedom. --
Tasks
Identiscation. The closed-set identification task which we consider here is to classify speech from data X as belonging to speaker i for which
using Bayes' rule and assuming equal prior probabilities of speakers. When the likelihood is viewed as a distance the t a s k L S i N~I l l h d r . .
Verification. Given a claimant speaker i and data X the verification task which we consider here is the hypothesis test Ho : X is from i , vs HI : X is not from i , where the decision is taken reject HO iff X < A, for a log likelihood ratio X = log(Pr(ef IX)) -log(Pr(@+$lX)).
(2)
By taking the 8 , from a set of representative imposters or cohorts the effect of the second term in Eq. 2 is to normalize the likelihood for the data f " speaker i. For GMh4 we apply Bays' rule as in Eq. 1 and approximate X = L(Xl&)-log & ELl exp t(Xl8,). For VQ and AHS we approximate X = -dt+$ E:=, d+lr+t. We u~e the C = 3 closest cohorts7.
RESULTS
We report identification error rate and verification equal er- Effect of analysis method and model. GMM gives across analysis methods the lowest percentage error (which may be due to it being the best positioned to model complex interactions between the feature vectors).
a We used the remaining 16 speakers for nuwcvdidation. *For standard deviation estimates we wwne that tests across word sets am independent, but that tests across environments are not. Effect of compensation and normalization. Table 4 shows the effect of not doing cepstral mean subtraction.
It is seen that when RASTA is not used errors improve when training and testing within the same environment, but worsen substantially when the environment is Merent. This indicates that although some speaker information is present in the cepstral mean it cannot be used reliably across envi- Table 4 : CMS not pa-fonned Average identification error (%) for the M c a t i o n methods (AHS, GMM and VQ), features (plp and lpc) and RASTA compensation method (r-RSTA) when training and testing in a) the same environment and b) different environments. ( We affirm that speaker recognition is highly sensitive to acoustic mismatch in the telephone environment with errors high when training and testing across environments.
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